
Waterproof soft head digital thermometer(MT-403)

We supply quick-response and highly accurate (+/-0.1 C) digital thermometer with reading over body
temperature range.

Display mode can be changed between Celsius and Fahrenheit.
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Large and easy-to-read digital display screen simplifies charting. It also features auto shut-off function,
buzzer signal which indicates the thermometer is ready for use, and automatic memory of previous
measurement.

Temperature range is 32 +/-0.1 C -41.9+/-0.1 C. The temperature is usually displayed in 3-digit unless
accuracy mode is turned on, which enables the fourth digit to be seen and its accuracy is +/-0.05 C. The
water resistant

model allows the thermometer to be water resistant , full washable , and automatic in power control with a
neap-shape battery indication light.

It uses patented silicone nipple safety lock which prevents baby from chewing the tip. The thermometer
can be boiled for sterilization. 3-digit display, beeper and memory functions. Accuracy +/-0.1 C.
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Waterproof digital thermometer(MT-403) is a soft head product which used for measuring the temperature.
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Specifications

1. Flexible tips for convenient use.

2. Waterproof for easy cleaning.

3. Fast reading up to 30 seconds.

4. °c/°F scale switable function.

5. 32°c~42.9°c(90.0°F-109.9°F)

6. ±0.1°c/±0.2°F accuracy.

7. Easy to read 3 1/2 digits display.

8. Last reading memory function.

9. Fever alarm feature.

10. Auto-shut-off funtion.



11. Battery replaceable.

 
Advantages

- Good products -- modern designs

- Product Features -- more than 30 different kinds of thermometers

- Product Performance -- longer longevity

- Quality Approvals -- Certificates of CE, FDA, RoHS, ISO9001:13485

- Exellent Service

Product introduction

 1.Sold at home and abroad for many years.

 2. Unified using imported raw materials.

 3. With the Japanese advanced production equipment.

 4. Each production line follow tseting productdure.

OEM Services

1.  Customer can change the color of the thermometer
2.  Private color box and instruction are available

Packing Info

1.  PCS/CTN: 300pcs/ctn N.W.: 11kg G.W.: 12kg
2.  Carton Size: 52* 38.5 * 25.2 cm
3.  DIMENSIONS: 49.5x36.2x37.8 cm 0.068 CBM
4.  20FT: 440ctns 158,400pcs
5.   40FT: 852ctns 306,720pcs


